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(57) The present invention is applicable to the field
of wireless communications technologies, and provides
a quality measurement method, a user equipment, and
a quality measurement system. The method includes:
receiving, by a user equipment UE, resource restricted
subframe RRS information sent by a network-side de-
vice; and performing, by the UE, downlink channel quality
measurement and/or downlink physical layer channel
quality measurement according to the RRS information.

In the present invention, the UE performs the downlink
channel quality measurement or downlink physical layer
channel quality measurement according to the RRS in-
formation sent by the network-side device. By using this
measurement method, the UE can obtain a more accu-
rate downlink channel quality measurement result or
downlink physical layer channel quality measurement re-
sult.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present invention relates to the field of wire-
less communications technologies, and in particular, to
a quality measurement method, a user equipment, a net-
work-side device, and a system.

BACKGROUND

[0002] With development of communications technol-
ogies, new technologies increasingly emerge. Wideband
Code Division Multiple Access (Wideband Code Division
Multiple Access, WCDMA) is a third-generation wireless
communications system that is most widely used at
present. How to evolve a WCDMA system to adapt to a
user requirement of high speed uplink and downlink data
transmission is a most important research subject in the
field of wireless communications. Starting from R5, a se-
ries of important technologies are introduced into WCD-
MA to improve uplink and downlink data transmission
rates, such as High Speed Downlink Packet Access
(High Speed Downlink Packet Access, HSDPA), High
Speed Uplink Packet Access (high speed uplink packet
access, HSUPA), multiple-input multiple-output (Multi-
ple-Input Multiple-Out-put, MIMO), and 64 quadrature
amplitude modulation (Quadrature Amplitude Modula-
tion, QAM). After a research on several versions, the re-
search on the improvement of transmission efficiency of
a wireless channel hits a bottleneck. To meet the user
requirement and address challenges from other technol-
ogies, a heterogeneous networking manner - a hetero-
geneous network (Heterogeneous Network, Hetnet) is
taken into consideration for the WCDMA system, that is,
networking is performed by using a macrocell (a first cell)
with a large coverage area and a microcell (a second
cell) with a small coverage area. A coverage area of a
cell depends on downlink transmit power of the cell. The
Hetnet brings the following benefits: a throughput of the
cell is increased, and a cost of the Hetnet is lower than
that of a homogeneous network (Homogeneous Net-
work, Homonet) networked by using all first cells.
[0003] In the Hetnet, to reduce load of the first cell, a
user equipment (User Equipment, UE) at the edge of the
first cell is allocated to the second cell for scheduling,
and such a practice is referred to as range expansion
(Range Expansion, RE). Before RE is performed, the UE
sets the second cell as a serving cell only when a geom-
etry factor (Geometry) of the second cell is greater than
a value (generally 0 dB), and then the UE can be sched-
uled by the second cell. After RE is performed, the value
is generally set to be relatively small (for example, -6 dB),
that is, when the Geometry factor of the second cell
measured by the UE is -6 dB, the second cell is set as a
serving cell, and then the UE is scheduled by the second
cell.
[0004] However, after RE is performed, an original first-

cell UE is changed into a second-cell UE, but a second-
cell Geometry factor in an RE region in which the second-
cell UE is located is quite low (for example, -6 dB to 0
dB). Therefore, downlink channel quality of the second-
cell UE is extremely poor. This is because the RE region
in which the second cell UE is located is originally at the
edge of the first cell, and a signal from the first cell is
strong interference signal for the second-cell UE in the
RE region. Therefore, the second cell can only schedule
small downlink data packets for these UEs.
[0005] In the prior art, the basis of cell pilot measure-
ment is as follows: when Ec/Io of a pilot of a cell is greater
than -20 dB, it is considered that the cell is detected by
a UE. Ec is energy per chip, and Io is a total power spec-
trum density at a receiver, including external interference
(interference from a neighboring cell and thermal noise)
and a signal of the receiver. When Ec/Io is small, Ec/Io
may be approximately equal to Ec/Ioc because the signal
of the receiver is weak, where Ioc is a total interference
power spectrum density at the receiver.
[0006] A range of the RE region is restricted by Ec/Io,
of a pilot of the second cell, detected by the UE; according
to a protocol, when Ec/Ioc, of the pilot of the second cell,
detected by the UE is about -20 dB, it is considered that
the UE detects the second cell. Therefore, when Ec/Ior
of the pilot of the second cell is -10 dB, a geometry factor
Ior/Ioc corresponding to Ec/Ioc is generally calculated as
follows: Ior/Ioc = Ec/Ioc * Ior/Ec = -10 dB, where Ec is
energy per chip, Ior is a total transmit power spectrum
density at a transmitter, Ioc is a total interference power
spectrum density at a receiver, and Ior/Ioc is the geom-
etry factor. In other words, RE can reach at most a place
in which a geometry factor of the second cell is -10 dB.
This measurement method greatly limits the expansion
range, and achieves a quality measurement result with
low precision for the second-cell UE in the RE region.

SUMMARY

[0007] Embodiments of the present invention provide
a quality measurement method, a user equipment, a net-
work-side device, and a system, which aim to solve a
problem of low precision in a downlink channel quality
measurement result or a downlink pilot quality measure-
ment result or a downlink link quality measurement result
of a UE in the prior art.
[0008] According to a first aspect, a quality measure-
ment method is provided, where the method includes:

receiving, by a user equipment UE, resource restrict-
ed subframe RRS information sent by a network-side
device; and
performing, by the UE, downlink channel quality
measurement and/or downlink pilot quality measure-
ment and/or downlink link quality measurement ac-
cording to the RRS information.

[0009] With reference to the first aspect, in a first pos-
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sible implementation manner, the RRS information in-
cludes RRS enabling or disabling information and/or an
RRS pattern mode and/or an RRS pattern.
[0010] With reference to the first aspect and according
to the first possible implementation manner, in a second
possible implementation manner, the RRS information
is carried in a downlink high speed shared control channel
order or the RRS information is included in higher layer
signaling.
[0011] With reference to the first aspect and according
to the second possible implementation manner, in a third
possible implementation manner, the UE performs the
downlink pilot quality measurement in an RRS subframe
according to the RRS information when the UE performs
the downlink pilot quality measurement according to the
RRS information; or
the UE performs the downlink link quality measurement
in an RRS subframe according to the RRS information
when the UE performs the downlink link quality meas-
urement according to the RRS information; or
the UE performs the downlink channel quality measure-
ment in an RRS subframe according to the RRS infor-
mation when the UE performs the downlink channel qual-
ity measurement according to the RRS information.
[0012] According to the third possible implementation
manner, in a fourth possible implementation manner, the
performing, by the UE, the downlink pilot quality meas-
urement in an RRS subframe according to the RRS in-
formation when the UE performs the downlink pilot quality
measurement according to the RRS information in-
cludes:

performing pilot quality measurement in the RRS
subframe when a serving cell of the UE is a first cell,
and the RRS information meets the following condi-
tions: the RRS enabling or disabling information in-
dicates that an RRS is enabled and the RRS pattern
mode information indicates that a measurement
mode is a pilot quality measurement mode.

[0013] According to the third possible implementation
manner, in a fifth possible implementation manner, the
performing, by the UE, the downlink link quality meas-
urement in an RRS subframe according to the RRS in-
formation when the UE performs the downlink link quality
measurement according to the RRS information in-
cludes:

performing link quality measurement in the RRS sub-
frame when a serving cell of the UE is a second cell,
the UE receives RRS pattern information, and the
RRS information received by the UE meets the fol-
lowing conditions: the RRS enabling or disabling in-
formation indicates that an RRS is enabled and the
RRS pattern mode information indicates that a
measurement mode is a link quality measurement
mode.

[0014] According to the third possible implementation
manner, in a sixth possible implementation manner, the
performing, by the UE, the downlink channel quality
measurement in an RRS subframe according to the RRS
information when performing the downlink channel qual-
ity measurement includes:

performing the downlink channel quality measure-
ment in the RRS subframe when a serving cell of the
UE is a second cell, the UE receives RRS pattern
information, and the RRS information received by
the UE meets the following conditions: the RRS en-
abling or disabling information indicates that an RRS
is enabled and the RRS pattern mode information
indicates that a measurement mode is a downlink
channel quality measurement mode.

[0015] According to the fifth possible implementation
manner, in a seventh possible implementation manner,
the performing, by the UE, the downlink channel quality
measurement in an RRS subframe according to the RRS
information further includes:

aligning a channel quality measurement reference
time window with a high speed physical downlink
shared channel (HS-PDSCH) subframe when the
UE does not receive the RRS pattern information.

[0016] According to the fifth possible implementation
manner, in an eighth possible implementation manner,
the performing the downlink channel quality measure-
ment in the RRS subframe when a serving cell of the UE
is a second cell, the UE receives RRS pattern informa-
tion, and the RRS information received by the UE meets
the following conditions: the RRS enabling or disabling
information indicates that an RRS is enabled and the
RRS pattern mode information indicates that a measure-
ment mode is a downlink channel quality measurement
mode includes:

performing, when the UE receives the RRS pattern
information, the downlink channel quality measure-
ment based on an RRS subframe that is closest to
a channel quality indicator CQI before the CQI is
transmitted.

[0017] According to the eighth possible implementa-
tion manner, in a ninth possible implementation manner,
the performing, when the UE receives the RRS pattern
information, the downlink channel quality measurement
based on an RRS subframe that is closest to a channel
quality indicator CQI before the CQI is transmitted in-
cludes:

when the UE reports a CQI, reporting, according to
the RRS pattern information, only a CQI correspond-
ing to a first RRS subframe of 2 RRS subframes, and
skipping reporting another CQI corresponding to a
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non-RRS subframe.

[0018] According to the eighth possible implementa-
tion manner, in a tenth possible implementation manner,
the performing, when the UE receives the RRS pattern
information, the downlink channel quality measurement
based on an RRS subframe that is closest to a channel
quality indicator CQI before the CQI is transmitted in-
cludes:

when the UE reports a CQI, repeatedly reporting,
according to the RRS pattern information, a CQI cor-
responding to a first RRS subframe of 2 RRS sub-
frames.

[0019] According to the tenth possible implementation
manner, in an eleventh possible implementation manner,
transmit power when the UE repeatedly reports the CQI
is lower than that when the UE normally reports the CQI.
[0020] According to a second aspect, a user equipment
is provided, where the user equipment includes:

an RRS information receiving unit, configured to re-
ceive resource restricted subframe RRS information
sent by a network-side device; and
a quality measurement unit, configured to perform
downlink channel quality measurement and/or
downlink pilot quality measurement and/or downlink
link quality measurement according to the RRS in-
formation.

[0021] With reference to the second aspect, in a first
possible implementation manner, the RRS information
includes RRS enabling or disabling information and/or
RRS pattern mode information and/or RRS pattern infor-
mation.
[0022] With reference to the second aspect, in a sec-
ond possible implementation manner, the RRS informa-
tion is carried in a downlink high speed shared control
channel order or the RRS information is included in higher
layer signaling, and is sent to the UE by the network-side
device.
[0023] With reference to the second aspect, in a third
possible implementation manner, the quality measure-
ment unit performs the downlink pilot quality measure-
ment in an RRS subframe according to the RRS infor-
mation when performing the downlink pilot quality meas-
urement; or
the quality measurement unit performs the downlink link
quality measurement in an RRS subframe according to
the RRS information when performing the downlink link
quality measurement; or
the quality measurement unit performs the downlink
channel quality measurement in an RRS subframe ac-
cording to the RRS information when performing the
downlink channel quality measurement.
[0024] According to the third possible implementation
manner, in a fourth possible implementation manner, the

quality measurement unit includes:

a pilot quality measurement module, where the pilot
quality measurement module is, when performing
the downlink pilot quality measurement, configured
to perform pilot quality measurement in the RRS sub-
frame when a serving cell of the UE is a first cell, and
the RRS information meets the following conditions:
the RRS enabling or disabling information indicates
that an RRS is enabled and the RRS pattern mode
information indicates that a measurement mode is a
pilot quality measurement mode.

[0025] According to the fourth possible implementation
manner, in a fifth possible implementation manner, the
quality measurement unit includes:

a link quality measurement module, where the link
quality measurement module is, when performing
the downlink link quality measurement, configured
to perform link quality measurement in the RRS sub-
frame when a serving cell of the UE is a second cell,
the UE receives RRS pattern information, and the
RRS information received by the UE meets the fol-
lowing conditions: the RRS enabling or disabling in-
formation indicates that an RRS is enabled and the
RRS pattern mode information indicates that a
measurement mode is a link quality measurement
mode.

[0026] According to the fourth possible implementation
manner, in a sixth possible implementation manner, the
quality measurement unit includes:

a channel quality measurement module, wherein the
channel quality measurement module is, when per-
forming the downlink channel quality measurement,
configured to perform the downlink channel quality
measurement in the RRS subframe when a serving
cell of the UE is a second cell, the UE receives RRS
pattern information, and the RRS information re-
ceived by the UE meets the following conditions: the
RRS enabling or disabling information indicates that
an RRS is enabled and the RRS pattern mode infor-
mation indicates that a measurement mode is a
downlink channel quality measurement mode.

[0027] According to the sixth possible implementation
manner, in a seventh possible implementation manner,
the channel quality measurement module includes:

a first measurement submodule, configured to align
a channel quality measurement reference time win-
dow with a downlink HS-PDSCH subframes when
the UE does not receive the RRS pattern information.

[0028] According to the sixth possible implementation
manner, in an eighth possible implementation manner,
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the channel quality measurement module includes:

a second measurement submodule, configured to:
when the UE receives the RRS pattern information,
perform the downlink channel quality measurement
based on an RRS subframe that is closest to a chan-
nel quality indicator CQI before the CQI is transmit-
ted.

[0029] According to the eighth possible implementa-
tion manner, in a ninth possible implementation manner,
the second measurement submodule includes:

a first reporting micro-unit, configured to: when re-
porting a CQI, repeatedly report, according to the
RRS pattern information, a CQI corresponding to a
first RRS subframe of 2 RRS subframes.

[0030] According to the eighth possible implementa-
tion manner, in a tenth possible implementation manner,
the second measurement submodule includes:

a second reporting micro-unit, configured to: when
reporting a CQI, report, according to the RRS pattern
information, only a CQI corresponding to a first RRS
subframe of 2 RRS subframes, and skip reporting
another CQI corresponding to a non-RRS subframe.

[0031] According to the tenth possible implementation
manner, in an eleventh possible implementation manner,
transmit power when the second reporting micro-unit re-
peatedly reports the CQI is lower than that when the sec-
ond reporting micro-unit normally reports the CQI.
[0032] According to a third aspect, a quality measure-
ment method is provided, where the method includes:

acquiring resource restricted subframe RRS infor-
mation; and
sending the RRS information to a user equipment
UE, so that the UE performs downlink channel quality
measurement and/or downlink pilot quality measure-
ment and/or downlink link quality measurement ac-
cording to the RRS information.

[0033] With reference to the third aspect, in a first pos-
sible implementation manner, the RRS information in-
cludes RRS enabling or disabling information and/or
RRS pattern mode information and/or RRS pattern infor-
mation.
[0034] With reference to the third aspect, in a second
possible implementation manner, the RRS information
is carried in a downlink high speed shared control channel
(HS-SCCH) order or the RRS information is included in
higher layer signaling.
[0035] According to a fourth aspect, a network-side de-
vice is provided, including: an acquiring unit, configured
to acquire resource restricted subframe RRS informa-
tion; and

a sending unit, configured to send the RRS information
to a user equipment UE, so that the UE performs downlink
channel quality measurement and/or downlink pilot qual-
ity measurement and/or downlink link quality measure-
ment according to the RRS information.
[0036] With reference to the fourth aspect, in a first
possible implementation manner, the acquiring unit ac-
quires the RRS information according to UE information
in a first cell and a second cell.
[0037] With reference to the fourth aspect, in a second
possible implementation manner, the acquiring unit ac-
quires the RRS information according to the number of
UEs in a first cell and the number of UEs in a second cell,
and a throughput of a UE at an edge of the first cell and
a throughput of a UE at an edge of the second cell.
[0038] According to the second possible implementa-
tion manner, in a third possible implementation manner,
the acquiring unit determines RRS pattern information
according to a proportion of the total number of UEs in
the first cell to the total number of UEs in the second cell.
[0039] In the embodiments of the present invention, a
UE performs downlink channel quality measurement
and/or downlink physical layer channel quality measure-
ment according to RRS information sent by a network-
side device. By using this measurement method, the UE
can obtain a more accurate downlink channel quality
measurement result or downlink physical layer channel
quality measurement result.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0040]

FIG. 1 shows a quality measurement method accord-
ing to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 2 shows another quality measurement method
according to an embodiment of the present inven-
tion;
FIG. 3 shows an HS-SCCH channel format accord-
ing to an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 4 shows a timing relationship between CQI
measurement and an ABS subframe according to
an embodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 5 shows a user equipment according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention;
FIG. 6 shows another user equipment according to
an embodiment of the present invention; and
FIG. 7 shows a quality measurement system accord-
ing to an embodiment of the present invention.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0041] To describe the technical solutions in the em-
bodiments of the present invention more clearly, the fol-
lowing briefly introduces the accompanying drawings re-
quired for describing the embodiments or the prior art.
Apparently, the accompanying drawings in the following
description show merely some embodiments of the
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present invention, and a person of ordinary skill in the art
may still derive other drawings from these accompanying
drawings without creative efforts.
[0042] When a resource restricted subframe (Re-
source Restricted Subframe, RRS) technology is used,
and when a resource is power of a high speed physical
downlink shared channel (High speed-physical downlink
shared channel, HS-PDSCH), the RRS is equivalent to
an almost blank subframe (Almost blank subframe, ABS).
That is, a second cell and a first cell collaboratively sched-
ule their respective UEs according to a standard. In an
ABS subframe, the first cell reduces transmit power of
an HS-PDSCH subframe aligned with the first cell, and
the second cell schedules a second-cell UE according
to normal transmit power. In this way, interference of the
first cell to a second-cell UE in an RE region may be
reduced, so that the second cell and the second-cell UE
achieve better downlink channel quality in the ABS sub-
frame. In a non-ABS subframe, the first cell schedules a
first-cell UE according to a normal transmit resource (for
example, full transmit power); the second cell schedules
all second-cell UEs (including second-cell UEs in an RE
region) according to a normal transmit resource, or
schedules second-cell UEs except those in the RE region
according to a normal transmit resource. Optionally, in a
non-ABS subframe, the second cell sends a signal to a
UE by using fewer resources, and the first cell sends a
signal to a UE by using more resources; in an ABS sub-
frame, the second cell transmits a signal to the UE at
higher power, and the first cell transmits a signal to the
UE at lower power. In this way, the second cell and the
first cell reduce neighboring cell interference for each oth-
er.
[0043] Channel quality indicator (Channel quality indi-
cator, CQI) measurement is based on a 3-timeslot refer-
ence subframe, where the subframe ends at a timeslot
before a CQI is sent. Meanwhile, the CQI is carried on
an uplink dedicated physical control channel (High
speed-dedicated physical control channel, HS-DPCCH),
and the HS-DPCCH includes two parts, where a first part
is an ACK/NACK, which occupies one timeslot, and a
second part is a CQI, which occupies two timeslots. The
sending of the ACK/NACK and the sending of the CQI
are independent, that is, whether to send the ACK/NACK
is unrelated to whether to send the CQI.
[0044] It is stipulated in a protocol that, an ACK/NACK
must be sent at about the 7.5th timeslot after the UE re-
ceives a high speed physical downlink shared channel
(High speed-physical downlink shared channel, HS-PD-
SCH) subframe. This stipulation also determines sending
time of an HS-DPCCH, or sending time of a CQI.
[0045] In an almost blank subframe (Almost blank sub-
frame, ABS), a first cell reduces transmit power, so that
data scheduled by a second cell has better receiving per-
formance. Therefore, a position of the ABS subframe
needs to be set according to a position of an HS-PDSCH,
that is, a position at which the second cell schedules the
HS-PDSCH is a position of the ABS subframe. By using

a frame with a length of 15 timeslots as an example, if
the UE completes receiving the HS-PDSCH at the end
of the 5th timeslot, the HS-DPCCH must be transmitted
at the 12.5th timeslot. Correspondingly, there are 5 pos-
sible transmit positions of the HS-PDSCH, which deter-
mines 5 possible transmit positions of the HS-DPCCH.
Therefore, 5 possible transmit positions of a CQI may
also be determined, that is, the 1.5th, 4.5th, 7.5th, 10.5th,
and 13.5th timeslots.
[0046] It is assumed that the ABS subframe is located
at the 9th, 10th or 11th timeslots, and shares a same po-
sition as an HS-PDSCH subframe. According to an ex-
isting protocol, if the CQI starts from the 12.5th timeslot,
a measurement reference subframe corresponding to
the CQI starts from the 10.5th timeslot. As a result, the
following problem arises: the measurement reference
subframe of the CQI does not coincide with the ABS sub-
frame, and includes 1.5 timeslots during which interfer-
ence from the first cell is small, and 1.5 timeslots during
which interference from the first cell is large. As a result,
the CQI is relatively small, and a data block scheduled
by the second cell for the UE is relatively small.
[0047] Implementation of the present invention is de-
scribed below in detail with reference to specific embod-
iments:
[0048] A first embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides a quality measurement method, and referring to
FIG. 1, the method includes:
[0049] 101: A user equipment UE receives resource
restricted subframe RRS information sent by a network-
side device.
[0050] In this embodiment of the present invention, the
RRS information includes RRS enabling or disabling in-
formation and/or RRS pattern mode information and/or
RRS pattern information.
[0051] The RRS information is carried in a high speed
physical downlink shared control channel order, and is
sent to the UE by the network-side device.
[0052] 102: The UE performs downlink channel quality
measurement and/or downlink physical layer channel
quality measurement according to the RRS information.
[0053] In this embodiment of the present invention, the
UE performs the downlink channel quality measurement
and/or downlink physical layer channel quality measure-
ment in an RRS subframe according to the RRS infor-
mation.
[0054] Further, the downlink physical layer channel
quality measurement includes pilot quality measurement
and link quality measurement, and the performing the
downlink physical layer channel quality measurement in
an RRS subframe according to the RRS information may
include:
performing the pilot quality measurement in the RRS sub-
frame when a serving cell of the UE is a first cell, and the
RRS information meets the following conditions: the RRS
enabling or disabling information indicates that an RRS
is enabled and the RRS pattern mode information indi-
cates that a measurement mode is a pilot quality meas-
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urement mode.
[0055] Further, the performing the downlink channel
quality measurement in an RRS subframe according to
the RRS information includes:

performing the downlink channel quality measure-
ment in the RRS subframe when a serving cell of the
UE is a second cell, the UE receives RRS pattern
information, and the RRS information received by
the UE meets the following conditions: the RRS en-
abling or disabling information indicates that an RRS
is enabled and the RRS pattern mode information
indicates that a measurement mode is a downlink
channel quality measurement mode.

[0056] Further, the performing the downlink physical
layer channel quality measurement in an RRS subframe
according to the RRS information includes:

performing the link quality measurement in the RRS
subframe when a serving cell of the UE is a second
cell, the UE receives RRS pattern information, and
the RRS information received by the UE meets the
following conditions: the RRS enabling or disabling
information indicates that an RRS is enabled and the
RRS pattern mode information indicates that a
measurement mode is a link quality measurement
mode.

[0057] Further, the performing the downlink channel
quality measurement in the RRS subframe when a serv-
ing cell of the UE is a second cell, the UE receives RRS
pattern information, and the RRS information received
by the UE meets the following conditions: the RRS ena-
bling or disabling information indicates that an RRS is
enabled and the RRS pattern mode information indicates
that a measurement mode is a downlink channel quality
measurement mode includes:

aligning a channel quality measurement reference
time window with a downlink HS-PDSCH subframe
when the UE does not receive the RRS pattern in-
formation.

[0058] Further, the performing the downlink channel
quality measurement in the RRS subframe when a serv-
ing cell of the UE is a second cell, the UE receives RRS
pattern information, and the RRS information received
by the UE meets the following conditions: the RRS ena-
bling or disabling information indicates that an RRS is
enabled and the RRS pattern mode information indicates
that a measurement mode is a downlink channel quality
measurement mode includes:

performing, when the UE receives the RRS pattern
information, the downlink channel quality measure-
ment based on an RRS subframe that is closest to
a channel quality indicator CQI before the CQI is

transmitted.

[0059] Further, the performing, when the UE receives
the RRS pattern information, the downlink channel qual-
ity measurement based on an RRS subframe that is clos-
est to a channel quality indicator CQI before the CQI is
transmitted includes:

when the UE reports a CQI, repeatedly reporting,
according to the RRS pattern information, a CQI cor-
responding to a first RRS subframe of 2 RRS sub-
frames.

[0060] Further, the performing, when the UE receives
the RRS pattern information, the downlink channel qual-
ity measurement based on an RRS subframe that is clos-
est to a channel quality indicator CQI before the CQI is
transmitted includes:

when the UE reports a CQI, reporting, according to
the RRS pattern information, only a CQI correspond-
ing to a first RRS subframe of two RRS subframes,
and skipping reporting another CQI corresponding
to a non-RRS subframe.

[0061] Further, the repeatedly reporting, according to
the RRS pattern, a CQI corresponding to a first RRS sub-
frame of two RRS subframes when the UE reports a CQI
is specifically that:

transmit power when the UE repeatedly reports the
CQI is lower than that when the UE normally reports
the CQI.

[0062] A second embodiment of the present invention
provides a quality measurement method, and referring
to FIG. 2, the method includes:
[0063] In step S201, a user equipment receives ABS
information sent by a network-side device.
[0064] This embodiment is applicable to a heteroge-
neous network. This embodiment is executed by a device
of a network-side device (hereinafter referred to as a net-
work-side device). The network-side device may be, but
is not limited to, a radio network controller (Radio Network
Controller, RNC for short), and may also be, for example,
a base station in a cell. The RRS information may be
higher layer RRC signaling from an RNC, and may also
be physical layer signaling, namely, an HS-SCCH order,
from a base station. A format of an HS-SCCH channel
is shown in FIG. 3.
[0065] In this embodiment of the present invention, the
RRS information is determined by the network-side de-
vice. An RRS resource may be power that can be used,
and may also be a modulation mode that can be used,
a channelization code that can be used, and the like.
When the resource is the modulation mode, the RRS
information may be modulation mode information. When
the resource is power, the RRS information may be ABS
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information, which belongs to the prior art and is not de-
scribed herein again. The following description uses an
example in which the RRS information is ABS informa-
tion.
[0066] The ABS information may include: ABS ena-
bling or disabling information and/or ABS pattern mode
information and/or ABS pattern information.
[0067] Optionally, the ABS enabling or disabling infor-
mation is a binary symbol, used to indicate whether a UE
and/or a network enters an ABS state. For example, 1
indicates that an ABS is enabled, and 0 indicates that an
ABS is disabled. When the ABS enabling or disabling
information that is included in the RRS information sent
by the network-side device and received by the UE indi-
cates that the ABS is enabled, the UE enters the ABS
state. Downlink channel quality measurement or down-
link physical layer channel quality measurement is per-
formed by using a measurement mode different from that
before the UE enters the ABS state. This measurement
mode includes but is not limited to a pilot quality meas-
urement mode, a CQI measurement mode, and a link
quality measurement mode.
[0068] Optionally, the ABS pattern mode information
is a binary symbol, used to indicate different meanings
of the AB S pattern information. For example:

when ABS pattern mode information=0, it indicates
that pilot quality measurement of the UE needs to
be performed in combination with the ABS pattern
information;
when ABS pattern mode information=1, it indicates
that channel quality measurement (including but not
limited to CQI measurement) of the UE needs to be
performed in combination with the ABS pattern in-
formation; and
when ABS pattern mode=2, it indicates that link qual-
ity measurement of the UE needs to be performed
in combination with an ABS pattern, where the link
quality measurement includes but is not limited to
fractional dedicated physical channel (Fractional-
Dedicated Physical Channel, F-DPCH)/dedicated
physical channel (Dedicated Physical Channel, DP-
CH) measurement.

[0069] The ABS pattern information is a string of sym-
bol sequences with a length of N, where N>1, and each
symbol represents a state corresponding to a subframe.
If a subframe has two states, that is, an ABS subframe
(a first cell is in a low transmit power state) and a non-
ABS subframe (a first cell is in a high transmit power
state), then, a binary bit may be used to distinguish the
ABS subframe from the non-ABS subframe. For exam-
ple, 1 represents the ABS subframe, and 0 represents
the non-ABS subframe. An ABS pattern is periodic. For
example, if a period is 8, a period of ABS pattern infor-
mation is 8. An example of the ABS pattern information
with a period of 8 is 00000001..., where the first 7 sub-
frames are non-ABS subframes, and the 8th subframe is

an ABS subframe.
[0070] In an optional embodiment, when the UE re-
ceives only the ABS enabling or disabling information,
the UE starts a new CQI measurement mode. In another
optional embodiment, when the UE receives only the
ABS pattern information, and the UE and the network-
side device predetermine an ABS mode, the UE starts
measurement corresponding to this ABS mode. In still
another optional embodiment, when the UE receives only
the ABS pattern mode information, and this mode is cor-
responding to CQI measurement, the UE starts new CQI
measurement. In yet another optional embodiment,
when the UE receives both the ABS pattern mode infor-
mation and the ABS pattern information, the UE starts,
according to the ABS pattern information, measurement
corresponding to an ABS pattern mode.
[0071] Optionally, the network-side device may send
some or all of the ABS information to the UE by using
higher layer signaling, and may also send some or all of
the ABS information to the UE by using a high speed
physical downlink shared control channel (High Speed
Physical Downlink Shared Control Channel, HS-SCCH)
order, that is, an HS-SCCH order, that carries signaling
information. Optionally, some or all of the ABS informa-
tion may be sent to the UE by using both methods simul-
taneously or by selecting only one of the methods.
[0072] When some or all of the ABS information is sent
to the UE by using higher layer signaling, a new informa-
tion element (Information Element, IE) needs to be added
to the higher layer signaling to represent the ABS infor-
mation. A corresponding IE needs to be set for each piece
of ABS information, which belongs to the prior art and is
not described herein again. It should be noted that, some
of the ABS information herein refers to sending only one
or two of ABS enabling or disabling information, an ABS
pattern mode, and an ABS pattern to the UE.
[0073] Optionally, when some or all of the ABS infor-
mation is sent to the UE by using the HS-SCCH order,
the order may carry corresponding ABS information, that
is, the ABS information is carried in the HS-SCCH order
and sent to the UE.
[0074] An HS-SCCH channel includes three timeslots.
As shown in FIG. 2, a period of a subframe is 2 ms; each
timeslot includes 2560 chips, 40 bits in total.
[0075] In an existing protocol, the HS-SCCH order may
be delivered to a specified UE, or all UEs belonging to a
current cell. The present invention is applicable to the
foregoing two scenarios. The HS-SCCH includes a bit
sequence indicated by the order, and formation of the bit
sequence is as follows:

- Extended order type (2bits) xeodt,1, Xeodt,2
- Order type (3 bits): xodt,1, xodt,2, xodt,3
- Order (3 bits): xord,1, xord,2, xord,3

[0076] These bit sequences may be uniquely mapped
to specified meanings. The ABS enabling or disabling
information and/or the ABS pattern mode information
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and/or the ABS pattern information in the ABS informa-
tion may be mapped to these bit sequences.
[0077] Optionally, when three types of ABS pattern
mode information are defined, and the HS-SCCH order
needs to carry the three types of ABS information: the
ABS enabling or disabling information, the ABS pattern
mode information, and the ABS pattern information, a
feasible mapping solution is as follows:
[0078] xeodt,1=1, xeodt,2=1, xodt,1=0, xodt,2=1 and
xodt,3=0 may be used to indicate that an ABS is enabled,
and xeodt,1=1, xeodt,2=1, xodt,1=1, xodt,2=0, and xodt,3=0
may be used to indicate that an ABS is disabled.
[0079] When there are three types of ABS pattern
mode information, enabling or disabling information of a
quality measurement mode may be indicated by using a
combination of xord,1 xord,2, and xord,3 in the foregoing
configuration. xord,n = 1 indicates that measurement cor-
responding to the nth pattern mode is enabled, and xord,n
= 0 indicates that measurement corresponding to the nth

pattern mode is disabled. Using three ABS pattern modes
as an example, xord,1, xord,2, and xord,3 respectively indi-
cate enabling or disabling of ABS pattern modes 0, 1 and
2. 1 indicates enabling, and 0 indicates disabling, or 0
indicates enabling, and 1 indicates disabling.
[0080] When there are two ABS pattern modes, simi-
larly, enabling or disabling of measurement modes may
be indicated by using a combination of xord,1 and xord,2.
[0081] In step S202, the UE performs downlink channel
quality measurement and/or downlink physical layer
channel quality measurement according to the ABS in-
formation.
[0082] In a third embodiment of the present invention,
after receiving ABS information sent by a network-side
device, a UE may perform corresponding quality meas-
urement according to the information, for example, per-
form pilot quality measurement, downlink channel quality
measurement, or link quality measurement. Specific
processes of the three types of channel quality measure-
ment are introduced below by using ABS information as
RRS information:

1. Pilot quality measurement

[0083] The UE may perform pilot quality measurement
when a serving cell of the UE is a first cell, the ABS in-
formation received by the UE includes ABS pattern in-
formation, and ABS enabling or disabling information and
ABS pattern mode information meet the following condi-
tions: the ABS enabling or disabling information indicates
that an ABS is enabled, and the ABS pattern mode indi-
cates that a measurement mode is a pilot quality meas-
urement mode. In this case, both a neighboring cell (a
second cell) and a local cell (a first cell) are in an ABS-
enabled state, that is, transmit power of the first cell in a
non-ABS subframe is higher than that in an ABS sub-
frame, and a second-cell signal detected in the ABS sub-
frame by the UE is stronger than a second-cell signal
detected in the non-ABS subframe by the UE. Therefore,

the UE detects, according to the ABS pattern information,
whether a second-cell signal exists in the ABS subframe,
which helps the UE discover the second cell earlier, and
enables the second cell to have a wider expansion range.
Optionally, detecting whether a second-cell signal exists
in an ABS subframe may be detecting whether a second-
cell signal exists only in an ABS subframe, or may be
detecting whether a second-cell signal exists in both an
ABS subframe and a non-ABS subframe. However, a
weight of a result of the detecting in an ABS subframe is
greater than that of a result of the detecting in a non-ABS
subframe.
[0084] The following description uses the detecting of
a second-cell signal only in an ABS subframe as an ex-
ample.
[0085] The UE obtains an ABS pattern 00000001...
with a period of 8, and the UE learns that an ABS is
enabled and an ABS pattern mode is 0. Measurement
performed by the UE on a pilot of the neighboring cell
(the second cell) is only based on an ABS subframe (that
is, a pattern of the second cell is marked by 1), that is,
pilot quality measurement is performed only in the ABS
subframe. When a measurement result obtained by per-
forming pilot measurement on the subframe is greater
than a threshold, it is considered that the UE detects the
pilot of the neighboring cell (the second cell).

2. Downlink channel quality measurement

[0086] The UE may perform downlink channel quality
measurement when a serving cell of the UE is a second
cell, and the ABS information received by the UE meets
the following conditions: ABS enabling or disabling infor-
mation indicates that an ABS is enabled, and an ABS
pattern mode indicates that a measurement mode is a
downlink channel quality measurement mode.
[0087] In an optional embodiment, when the ABS in-
formation does not include ABS pattern information, the
UE does not know an ABS pattern. In this case, a CQI
measurement reference time window needs to be aligned
with a downlink HS-PDSCH subframe. For example, in
this case, the measurement reference time window may
be a subframe that ends at the 2.5th timeslot before a
CQI is transmitted, such as New Meas. shown in FIG. 4.
In FIG. 4, New Meas. is a new measurement window,
and Legacy Meas. is a measurement window in the prior
art. The New Meas. is aligned with the ABS subframe,
that is, aligned with an HS-PDSCH subframe in which
transmit power is reduced, and the New Meas. repre-
sents a new CQI measurement reference time window.
For CQIs at other positions, new CQI measurement ref-
erence time windows are all aligned with HS-PDSCH
subframes received by the UE.
[0088] In another optional embodiment, when the ABS
information includes ABS pattern information, the UE
knows an ABS pattern, and CQI measurement is channel
quality measurement performed based on an ABS sub-
frame that is closest to a CQI before the CQI is transmit-
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ted. To reserve sufficient processing time for the UE, the
CQI needs to be transmitted after a period of time after
the ABS subframe ends. Optionally, the period of time
may be 2.5 timeslots, as shown in FIG. 4. Optionally, the
period of time may also be 5.5 timeslots. Because the
network-side device may schedule, only in the ABS sub-
frame, downlink data for the UE, only a CQI reported with
respect to the ABS subframe is effective for the network
side device in this scenario.
[0089] In still another optional embodiment, as an im-
proved method for performing downlink channel quality
measurement in the present invention, the UE repeatedly
reports, according to an ABS pattern, a CQI correspond-
ing to a first ABS subframe of 2 ABS subframes when
reporting a CQI. Optionally, because same content is re-
peatedly reported, transmit power when the CQI is re-
peatedly reported may be lower than that when the CQI
is normally reported. For example, an originally required
CQI transmit power is x dBm per subframe, and for the
same CQI repeatedly transmitted, a transmit power may
be x-y dBm per subframe, where y is a function of the
number of repetitions, for example, y = 10log10(1/(R+1))
dB, where R is the number of repetitions, and if the CQI
is repeatedly transmitted once, y is approximately equal
to -3. This CQI transmission solution can reduce the
transmit power of the UE on the CQI.
[0090] In yet another optional embodiment, as another
improved method for performing channel quality meas-
urement in the present invention, when reporting a CQI,
the UE reports, according to an ABS pattern, only a CQI
corresponding to a first ABS subframe of 2 ABS sub-
frames, and does not report another CQI corresponding
to a non-ABS subframe. This CQI transmission solution
can reduce the transmit power of the UE on the CQI.

3. Link quality measurement

[0091] The UE performs link quality measurement in
the ABS subframe when a serving cell of the UE is a
second cell, the UE receives ABS pattern information,
and the ABS information received by the UE meets the
following conditions: the ABS enabling or disabling infor-
mation indicates that an ABS is enabled, and the ABS
pattern mode indicates that a measurement mode is a
link measurement mode. Optionally, performing link
quality measurement in an ABS subframe may be per-
forming link quality measurement only in an ABS sub-
frame, or may be performing link quality measurement
in both an ABS subframe and a non-ABS subframe. How-
ever, a weight of a result of the detecting in an ABS sub-
frame is greater than that of a result of the detecting in a
non-ABS subframe.
[0092] When link quality measurement is performed,
both a second cell and a first cell are in an ABS-enabled
state. The quality of a downlink link from the second cell
to the UE is poor in the non-ABS subframe, but the quality
is fairly good in the ABS subframe. According to an ex-
isting continuous link quality measurement method, the

UE cannot accurately reflect the link quality in the ABS
subframe. Therefore, in this embodiment of the present
invention, the UE detects the link quality in the ABS sub-
frame according to an ABS pattern, which helps the UE
better maintain the downlink link between the UE and the
second cell.
[0093] The following description uses link quality
measurement only in an ABS subframe as an example.
[0094] The UE obtains an ABS pattern 00000001...
with a period of 8, and the UE learns that an ABS is
enabled and an ABS pattern mode is 2. Measurement
performed by the UE on the link quality is only based on
an ABS subframe (that is, a pattern is marked by 1). In
addition, it should be noted that, a link that needs to be
measured by the UE may include but is not limited to F-
DPCH and DPCCH channels.
[0095] It should be noted that, pilot quality measure-
ment and link quality measurement belong to downlink
physical layer channel quality measurement.
[0096] In this embodiment of the present invention, a
UE performs downlink channel quality measurement
and/or downlink physical layer channel quality measure-
ment according to RRS information sent by a network-
side device, which is different from an existing method
for downlink channel quality measurement and/or down-
link physical layer channel quality measurement. By us-
ing this measurement method, the UE can obtain a more
accurate downlink channel quality measurement result
or downlink physical layer channel quality measurement
result.
[0097] A fourth embodiment of the present invention
provides a user equipment 50, configured to execute the
quality measurement methods in the foregoing embodi-
ments. Referring to FIG. 5, the user equipment 50 in-
cludes an RRS information receiving unit 51 and a quality
measurement unit 52.
[0098] The RRS information receiving unit 51 is con-
figured to receive resource restricted subframe RRS in-
formation sent by a network-side device; further, the RRS
information includes RRS enabling or disabling informa-
tion and/or RRS pattern mode information and/or RRS
pattern information; further, the RRS information is car-
ried in a high speed physical downlink shared control
channel order, and is sent to the UE by the network-side
device.
[0099] The quality measurement unit 52 is configured
to perform downlink channel quality measurement and/or
downlink physical layer channel quality measurement ac-
cording to the RRS information.
[0100] Further, the quality measurement unit performs
the downlink channel quality measurement and/or down-
link physical layer channel quality measurement in an
RRS subframe according to the RRS information.
[0101] Further, the quality measurement unit includes:

a pilot quality measurement module, configured to
perform pilot quality measurement in the RRS sub-
frame when a serving cell of the UE is a first cell, and
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the RRS information meets the following conditions:
the RRS enabling or disabling information indicates
that an RRS is enabled and the RRS pattern mode
information indicates that a measurement mode is a
pilot quality measurement mode.

[0102] Further, the quality measurement unit may fur-
ther include:

a channel quality measurement module, configured
to perform the downlink channel quality measure-
ment in the RRS subframe when a serving cell of the
UE is a second cell, the UE receives RRS pattern
information, and the RRS information received by
the UE meets the following conditions: the RRS en-
abling or disabling information indicates that an RRS
is enabled and the RRS pattern mode information
indicates that a measurement mode is a downlink
channel quality measurement mode.

[0103] Further, the quality measurement unit may fur-
ther include:

a link quality measurement module, configured to
perform link quality measurement in the RRS sub-
frame when a serving cell of the UE is a second cell,
the UE receives RRS pattern information, and the
RRS information received by the UE meets the fol-
lowing conditions: the RRS enabling or disabling in-
formation indicates that an RRS is enabled and the
RRS pattern mode information indicates that a
measurement mode is a link quality measurement
mode.

[0104] Further, the channel quality measurement mod-
ule includes:

a first measurement submodule, configured to align
a channel quality measurement reference time win-
dow with a downlink HS-PDSCH subframe when the
UE does not receive the RRS pattern information.

[0105] Further, the channel quality measurement mod-
ule may further include:

a second measurement submodule, configured to:
when the UE receives the RRS pattern information,
perform the downlink channel quality measurement
based on an RRS subframe that is closest to a chan-
nel quality indicator CQI before the CQI is transmit-
ted.

[0106] Further, the second measurement submodule
includes:

a first reporting micro-unit, configured to: when re-
porting a CQI, repeatedly report, according to the
RRS pattern information, a CQI corresponding to a

first RRS subframe of 2 RRS subframes.

[0107] Further, the second measurement submodule
may further include:

a second reporting micro-unit, configured to: when
reporting a CQI, report, according to the RRS pattern
information, only a CQI corresponding to a first RRS
subframe of 2 RRS subframes, and skip reporting
another CQI corresponding to a non-RRS subframe.

[0108] Further, transmit power when the second re-
porting micro-unit repeatedly reports the CQI is lower
than that when the second reporting micro-unit normally
reports the CQI.
[0109] A fifth embodiment of the present invention pro-
vides a user equipment 50, configured to execute the
quality measurement methods in the foregoing embodi-
ments. Referring to FIG. 6, the user equipment 50 in-
cludes: a transceiver 61 and a processor 62.
[0110] The transceiver 61 is configured to receive re-
source restricted subframe RRS information sent by a
network-side device; further, the RRS information in-
cludes RRS enabling or disabling information and/or
RRS pattern mode information and/or RRS pattern infor-
mation; further, the RRS information is carried in a high
speed physical downlink shared control channel order,
and is sent to the UE by the network-side device.
[0111] The processor 62 is configured to perform
downlink channel quality measurement and/or downlink
physical layer channel quality measurement according
to the RRS information.
[0112] Further, the processor 62 is specifically config-
ured to perform the downlink channel quality measure-
ment and/or downlink physical layer channel quality
measurement only in an RRS subframe according to the
RRS information.
[0113] Further, the processor 62 is specifically config-
ured to perform pilot quality measurement in the RRS
subframe when a serving cell of the UE is a first cell, and
the RRS information meets the following conditions: the
RRS enabling or disabling information indicates that an
RRS is enabled and the RRS pattern mode information
indicates that a measurement mode is a pilot quality
measurement mode.
[0114] Further, the processor 62 is specifically config-
ured to perform the downlink channel quality measure-
ment in the RRS subframe when a serving cell of the UE
is a second cell, the UE receives RRS pattern informa-
tion, and the RRS information received by the UE meets
the following conditions: the RRS enabling or disabling
information indicates that an RRS is enabled and the
RRS pattern mode information indicates that a measure-
ment mode is a downlink channel quality measurement
mode.
[0115] Further, the processor 62 is specifically config-
ured to perform link quality measurement in the RRS sub-
frame when a serving cell of the UE is a second cell, the
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UE receives RRS pattern information, and the RRS in-
formation received by the UE meets the following condi-
tions: the RRS enabling or disabling information indicates
that an RRS is enabled and the RRS pattern mode infor-
mation indicates that a measurement mode is a link qual-
ity measurement mode.
[0116] Further, the processor 62 is specifically config-
ured to align a channel quality measurement reference
time window with a downlink HS-PDSCH subframe when
the UE does not receive the RRS pattern information.
[0117] Further, the processor 62 is specifically config-
ured to: when the UE receives the RRS pattern informa-
tion, perform the downlink channel quality measurement
based on an RRS subframe that is closest to a channel
quality indicator CQI before the CQI is transmitted.
[0118] Further, the processor 62 is specifically config-
ured to: when reporting a CQI, repeatedly report, accord-
ing to the RRS pattern information, a CQI corresponding
to a first RRS subframe of 2 RRS subframes.
[0119] Further, the processor 62 is specifically config-
ured to: when reporting a CQI, report, according to the
RRS pattern information, only a CQI corresponding to a
first RRS subframe of 2 RRS subframes, and skip report-
ing another CQI corresponding to a non-RRS subframe.
[0120] Further, transmit power when the UE repeated-
ly reports the CQI is lower than that when the UE normally
reports the CQI.
[0121] A sixth embodiment of the present invention
provides a quality measurement method, and the method
of this embodiment is executed by a network-side device.
The network-side device may be, but is not limited to, a
radio network controller, and may also be, for example,
a base station in a cell. The method of this embodiment
includes: acquiring resource restricted subframe RRS in-
formation; and sending the RRS information to a user
equipment UE, so that the UE performs downlink channel
quality measurement and/or downlink pilot quality meas-
urement and/or downlink link quality measurement ac-
cording to the RRS information. The RRS information in
this embodiment may be the RRS information in the qual-
ity measurement method of the first Embodiment of the
present invention; when the RRS information is ABS in-
formation, the RRS information in this embodiment may
be the ABS information in the quality measurement meth-
od of the second embodiment of the present invention.
Details are not described herein again.
[0122] In the quality measurement method of this em-
bodiment, after a network-side device sends RRS infor-
mation to a user equipment UE, the user equipment ex-
ecutes the quality measurement method according to the
received RRS information. Refer to the first Embodiment,
the second Embodiment, and the third Embodiment of
the present invention for details, which are not described
herein again.
[0123] Optionally, the network-side device may ac-
quire the RRS information according to UE information
in a first cell and a second cell. Optionally, the network-
side device may acquire the RRS information according

to the number of UEs in a first cell and the number of
UEs in a second cell, and a throughput of a UE at an
edge of the first cell and a throughput of a UE at an edge
of the second cell. For example, when the number of UEs
in a microcell is large, and a throughput of the UE in the
microcell is quite low, it indicates that the UEs in the mi-
crocell are interfered by a macrocell; in this case, an RRS
state may be activated, thereby limiting the interference
from the macrocell, and improving performance of the
microcell. Optionally, RRS pattern information may be
determined according to a proportion of the total number
of UEs in a macrocell to the total number of UEs in a
microcell. When data in the microcell needs to be sent
to a UE in the microcell, the UE in the microcell needs to
be in a channel measurement mode, and the microcell
learns, by using a channel measurement result, a size
of a data block that needs to be sent to the UE. Optionally,
the UE in the microcell may use a link quality mode to
obtain a link quality measurement result matching the
interference. A pilot measurement mode may be config-
ured for the UE in the macrocell, so that the UE in the
macrocell can discover the microcell earlier.
[0124] A seventh embodiment of the present invention
provides a network-side device, configured to execute
the quality measurement method in the sixth embodi-
ment. The network-side device in this embodiment in-
cludes an acquiring unit, configured to acquire resource
restricted subframe RRS information; and a sending unit,
configured to send the RRS information to a user equip-
ment UE, so that the UE performs downlink channel qual-
ity measurement and/or downlink pilot quality measure-
ment and/or downlink link quality measurement accord-
ing to the RRS information.
[0125] Optionally, the acquiring unit acquires the RRS
information according to UE information in a first cell and
a second cell. Optionally, the acquiring unit may acquire
the RRS information according to the number of UEs in
a first cell and the number of UEs in a second cell, and
a throughput of a UE at an edge of the first cell and a
throughput of a UE at an edge of the second cell. Op-
tionally, the acquiring unit may determine RRS pattern
information according to a proportion of the total number
of UEs in a macrocell to the total number of UEs in a
microcell.
[0126] An eighth embodiment of the present invention
provides a network-side device, configured to execute
the quality measurement method in the sixth embodi-
ment. The network-side device in this embodiment in-
cludes a processor, configured to acquire resource re-
stricted subframe RRS information; and a sender, con-
figured to send the RRS information to a user equipment
UE, so that the UE performs downlink channel quality
measurement and/or downlink pilot quality measurement
and/or downlink link quality measurement according to
the RRS information.
[0127] Optionally, the processor acquires the RRS in-
formation according to UE information in a first cell and
a second cell. Optionally, the processor may acquire the
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RRS information according to the number of UEs in a
first cell and the number of UEs in a second cell, and a
throughput of a UE at an edge of the first cell and a
throughput of a UE at an edge of the second cell. Op-
tionally, the processor may determine RRS pattern infor-
mation according to a proportion of the total number of
UEs in a macrocell to the total number of UEs in a mi-
crocell.
[0128] A ninth embodiment of the present invention
provides a quality measurement system, and referring to
FIG. 7, the system includes a network-side device 70
according to the seventh or eighth embodiment and the
user equipment 50 according to the fourth or fifth embod-
iment.
[0129] In the quality measurement system provided by
this embodiment of the present invention, a network-side
device sends RRS information to a UE, so that the UE
performs downlink channel quality measurement and/or
downlink physical layer channel quality measurement ac-
cording to the RRS information. This measurement meth-
od is different from an existing measurement method,
and can solve a problem of low precision in a downlink
channel quality measurement result or a downlink phys-
ical layer channel quality measurement result of a UE in
the prior art.
[0130] In the foregoing embodiments, a first cell is a
microcell, and a second cell is a macrocell, or a first cell
is a macrocell, and a second cell is a microcell, or a first
cell is a microcell, and a second cell is a microcell, or a
first cell is a macrocell, and a second cell is macrocell,
which are not described herein again.
[0131] It should be noted that, in the foregoing system
embodiments, the unit division is merely logical function
division, but the present invention is not limited to the
foregoing division, as long as corresponding functions
can be implemented. In addition, specific names of the
functional units are merely provided for the purpose of
distinguishing the units from one another, but are not
intended to limit the protection scope of the present in-
vention.
[0132] A person skilled in the art should understand
that the embodiments of the present invention may be
provided as a method, a system, or a computer program
product. Therefore, the present invention may use a form
of hardware only embodiments, software only embodi-
ments, or embodiments with a combination of software
and hardware. Moreover, the present invention may use
a computer program product that is implemented on one
or more computer-usable storage media (including but
not limited to a disk memory, a CD-ROM, an optical mem-
ory, and the like) that include computer-usable program
code.
[0133] The present invention is described with refer-
ence to the flowcharts and/or block diagrams of the meth-
od, the device (system), and the computer program prod-
uct according to the embodiments of the present inven-
tion. It should be understood that computer program in-
structions may be used to implement each process

and/or each block in the flowcharts and/or the block di-
agrams and a combination of a process and/or a block
in the flowcharts and/or the block diagrams. These com-
puter program instructions may be provided for a general-
purpose computer, a dedicated computer, an embedded
processor, or a processor of any other programmable
data processing device to generate a machine, so that
the instructions executed by a computer or a processor
of any other programmable data processing device gen-
erate an apparatus for implementing a specific function
in one or more processes in the flowcharts and/or in one
or more blocks in the block diagrams.
[0134] These computer program instructions may also
be stored in a computer readable memory that can in-
struct the computer or any other programmable data
processing device to work in a specific manner, so that
the instructions stored in the computer readable memory
generate an artifact that includes an instruction appara-
tus. The instruction apparatus implements a specific
function in one or more processes in the flowcharts and/or
in one or more blocks in the block diagrams.
[0135] These computer program instructions may also
be loaded onto a computer or another programmable da-
ta processing device, so that a series of operations and
steps are performed on the computer or the another pro-
grammable device, thereby generating computer-imple-
mented processing. Therefore, the instructions executed
on the computer or the another programmable device
provide steps for implementing a specific function in one
or more processes in the flowcharts and/or in one or more
blocks in the block diagrams.
[0136] The foregoing descriptions are merely exem-
plary embodiments of the present invention, but are not
intended to limit the present invention. Any modification,
equivalent replacement, or improvement made without
departing from the principle of the present invention
should fall within the protection scope of the present in-
vention.

Claims

1. A quality measurement method, wherein the meth-
od comprises:

receiving, by a user equipment UE, resource re-
stricted subframe RRS information sent by a net-
work-side device; and
performing, by the UE, downlink channel quality
measurement and/or downlink pilot quality
measurement and/or downlink link quality
measurement according to the RRS informa-
tion.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the RRS
information comprises RRS enabling or disabling in-
formation and/or RRS pattern mode information
and/or RRS pattern information.
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3. The method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein the
RRS information is carried in a downlink high speed
shared control channel (HS-SCCH)order or the RRS
information is comprised in higher layer signaling.

4. The method according to any one of claims 1 to
3, wherein
the UE performs the downlink pilot quality measure-
ment in an RRS subframe according to the RRS in-
formation when the UE performs the downlink pilot
quality measurement according to the RRS informa-
tion; or
the UE performs the downlink link quality measure-
ment in an RRS subframe according to the RRS in-
formation when the UE performs the downlink link
quality measurement according to the RRS informa-
tion; or
the UE performs the downlink channel quality meas-
urement in an RRS subframe according to the RRS
information when the UE performs the downlink
channel quality measurement according to the RRS
information.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the per-
forming, by the UE, the downlink pilot quality meas-
urement in an RRS subframe according to the RRS
information when the UE performs the downlink pilot
quality measurement according to the RRS informa-
tion comprises:

performing pilot quality measurement in the
RRS subframe when a serving cell of the UE is
a first cell, and the RRS information meets the
following conditions: the RRS enabling or disa-
bling information indicates that an RRS is ena-
bled and the RRS pattern mode information in-
dicates that a measurement mode is a pilot qual-
ity measurement mode.

6. The method according to claim 4, wherein the per-
forming, by the UE, the downlink link quality meas-
urement in an RRS subframe according to the RRS
information when the UE performs the downlink link
quality measurement according to the RRS informa-
tion comprises:

performing link quality measurement in the RRS
subframe when a serving cell of the UE is a sec-
ond cell, the UE receives RRS pattern informa-
tion, and the RRS information received by the
UE meets the following conditions: the RRS en-
abling or disabling information indicates that an
RRS is enabled and the RRS pattern mode in-
formation indicates that a measurement mode
is a link quality measurement mode.

7. The method according to claim 4, wherein the per-
forming, by the UE, the downlink channel quality

measurement in an RRS subframe according to the
RRS information when performing the downlink
channel quality measurement comprises:

performing the downlink channel quality meas-
urement in the RRS subframe when a serving
cell of the UE is a second cell, the UE receives
RRS pattern information, and the RRS informa-
tion received by the UE meets the following con-
ditions: the RRS enabling or disabling informa-
tion indicates that an RRS is enabled and the
RRS pattern mode information indicates that a
measurement mode is a downlink channel qual-
ity measurement mode.

8. The method according to claim 6, wherein the per-
forming, by the UE, the downlink channel quality
measurement in an RRS subframe according to the
RRS information further comprises:

aligning a channel quality measurement refer-
ence time window with a high speed physical
downlink shared channel (HS-PDSCH) sub-
frame when the UE does not receive the RRS
pattern information.

9. The method according to claim 6, wherein the per-
forming the downlink channel quality measurement
in the RRS subframe when a serving cell of the UE
is a second cell, the UE receives RRS pattern infor-
mation, and the RRS information received by the UE
meets the following conditions: the RRS enabling or
disabling information indicates that an RRS is ena-
bled and the RRS pattern mode information indicates
that a measurement mode is a downlink channel
quality measurement mode comprises:

performing, when the UE receives the RRS pat-
tern information, the downlink channel quality
measurement based on an RRS subframe that
is closest to a channel quality indicator CQI be-
fore the CQI is transmitted.

10. The method according to claim 9, wherein the
performing, when the UE receives the RRS pattern
information, the downlink channel quality measure-
ment based on an RRS subframe that is closest to
a channel quality indicator CQI before the CQI is
transmitted comprises:

when the UE reports a CQI, reporting, according
to the RRS pattern information, only a CQI cor-
responding to a first RRS subframe of 2 RRS
subframes, and skipping reporting another CQI
corresponding to a non-RRS subframe.

11. The method according to claim 9, wherein the
performing, when the UE receives the RRS pattern
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information, the downlink channel quality measure-
ment based on an RRS subframe that is closest to
a channel quality indicator CQI before the CQI is
transmitted comprises:

when the UE reports a CQI, repeatedly report-
ing, according to the RRS pattern information,
a CQI corresponding to a first RRS subframe of
2 RRS subframes.

12. The method according to claim 11, wherein trans-
mit power when the UE repeatedly reports the CQI
is lower than that when the UE normally reports the
CQI.

13. A user equipment (UE), wherein the user equip-
ment comprises:

a resource restricted subframe RRS information
receiving unit, configured to receive RRS infor-
mation sent by a network-side device; and
a quality measurement unit, configured to per-
form downlink channel quality measurement
and/or downlink pilot quality measurement
and/or downlink link quality measurement ac-
cording to the RRS information.

14. The user equipment according to claim 13,
wherein the RRS information comprises RRS ena-
bling or disabling information and/or RRS pattern
mode information and/or RRS pattern information.

15. The user equipment according to claim 13 or 14,
wherein the RRS information is carried in a downlink
high speed shared control channel (HS-SCCH) or-
der or the RRS information is comprised in higher
layer signaling, and is sent to the UE by the network-
side device.

16. The user equipment according to any one of
claims 13 to 15, wherein the quality measurement
unit performs the downlink pilot quality measurement
in an RRS subframe according to the RRS informa-
tion when performing the downlink pilot quality meas-
urement; or
the quality measurement unit performs the downlink
link quality measurement in an RRS subframe ac-
cording to the RRS information when performing the
downlink link quality measurement; or
the quality measurement unit performs the downlink
channel quality measurement in an RRS subframe
according to the RRS information when performing
the downlink channel quality measurement.

17. The user equipment according to claim 16,
wherein the quality measurement unit comprises:

a pilot quality measurement module, wherein

the pilot quality measurement module is, when
performing the downlink pilot quality measure-
ment, configured to perform pilot quality meas-
urement in the RRS subframe when a serving
cell of the UE is a first cell, and the RRS infor-
mation meets the following conditions: the RRS
enabling or disabling information indicates that
an RRS is enabled and the RRS pattern mode
information indicates that a measurement mode
is a pilot quality measurement mode.

18. The user equipment according to claim 16,
wherein the quality measurement unit comprises:

a link quality measurement module, wherein the
link quality measurement module is, when per-
forming the downlink link quality measurement,
configured to perform link quality measurement
in the RRS subframe when a serving cell of the
UE is a second cell, the UE receives RRS pattern
information, and the RRS information received
by the UE meets the following conditions: the
RRS enabling or disabling information indicates
that an RRS is enabled and the RRS pattern
mode information indicates that a measurement
mode is a link quality measurement mode.

19. The user equipment according to claim 16,
wherein the quality measurement unit comprises:

a channel quality measurement module, where-
in the channel quality measurement module is,
when performing the downlink channel quality
measurement, configured to perform the down-
link channel quality measurement in the RRS
subframe when a serving cell of the UE is a sec-
ond cell, the UE receives RRS pattern informa-
tion, and the RRS information received by the
UE meets the following conditions: the RRS en-
abling or disabling information indicates that an
RRS is enabled and the RRS pattern mode in-
formation indicates that a measurement mode
is a downlink channel quality measurement
mode.

20. The user equipment according to claim 19,
wherein the channel quality measurement module
comprises:

a first measurement submodule, configured to
align a channel quality measurement reference
time window with a downlink HS-PDSCH sub-
frame when the UE does not receive the RRS
pattern information.

21. The user equipment according to claim 19,
wherein the channel quality measurement module
comprises:
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a second measurement submodule, configured
to: when the UE receives the RRS pattern infor-
mation, perform the downlink channel quality
measurement based on an RRS subframe that
is closest to a channel quality indicator CQI be-
fore the CQI is transmitted.

22. The user equipment according to claim 21,
wherein the second measurement submodule com-
prises:

a first reporting micro-unit, configured to: when
reporting a CQI, repeatedly report, according to
the RRS pattern information, a CQI correspond-
ing to a first RRS subframe of 2 RRS subframes.

23. The user equipment according to claim 21,
wherein the second measurement submodule com-
prises:

a second reporting micro-unit, configured to:
when reporting a CQI, report, according to the
RRS pattern information, only a CQI corre-
sponding to a first RRS subframe of 2 RRS sub-
frames, and skip reporting another CQI corre-
sponding to a non-RRS subframe.

24. The user equipment according to claim 23,
wherein transmit power when the second reporting
micro-unit repeatedly reports the CQI is lower than
that when the second reporting micro-unit normally
reports the CQI.

25. A quality measurement method, wherein the
method comprises:

acquiring resource restricted subframe RRS in-
formation; and
sending the RRS information to a user equip-
ment UE, so that the UE performs downlink
channel quality measurement and/or downlink
pilot quality measurement and/or downlink link
quality measurement according to the RRS in-
formation.

26. The method according to claim 25, wherein the
RRS information comprises RRS enabling or disa-
bling information and/or RRS pattern mode informa-
tion and/or RRS pattern information.

27. The method according to claim 25, wherein the
RRS information is carried in a downlink high speed
shared control channel (HS-SCCH) order or the RRS
information is comprised in higher layer signaling.

28. A network-side device, comprising:

an acquiring unit, configured to acquire resource

restricted subframe RRS information; and
a sending unit, configured to send the RRS in-
formation to a user equipment UE, so that the
UE performs downlink channel quality measure-
ment and/or downlink pilot quality measurement
and/or downlink link quality measurement ac-
cording to the RRS information.

29. The network-side device according to claim 28,
wherein the acquiring unit acquires the RRS infor-
mation according to UE information in a first cell and
a second cell.

31. The network-side device according to claim 28,
wherein the acquiring unit acquires the RRS infor-
mation according to the number of UEs in a first cell
and the number of UEs in a second cell, and a
throughput of a UE at an edge of the first cell and a
throughput of a UE at an edge of the second cell.

32. The network-side device according to claim 31,
wherein the acquiring unit determines RRS pattern
information according to a proportion of the total
number of UEs in the first cell to the total number of
UEs in the second cell.
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